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1 Dog clutch type starter 
2 Two blade fixed pitch wooden 

propeller(780mm) 
3 Four point anti-vibration engine 

mount 
4 WAE 342, 342cc Flat twin, fuel 

Injection two-stroke engine 
5 Exhaust outlet 

• Fuel regulator 
7 Fuel pump 
8 Throttle actuator 
9 Engine Management Unit 

(EMU) 
10 Engine bulkhead 
11 Electrical connection (EMU) . 
12 Electrical connection for engine 

driven 900w Plessey generator 
13 Hinges 
14 Fuel supply line 
15 Fuel return line ,. Outside air temperature probe 
17 parachute ground strop release 

mechanism 
18 Engine bulkheadlluselage catch 
19 Flight control computer 
20 Connector for ground impact 

detection circuit 
21 Battery pack 
22 Rate gyro pack 
23 Airspeed transducer 
24 Altitude transducer 
25 Vertical gyro 
2. Power distribution unit 
27 Pod roU actuator 
28 Magnetometer electronic unit 
29 Fuel stop valve 
30 Parachute forward suspension 

arm 
31 Pod forward pick-up point 
32 Removable,limited shock-

absorbing wingtip 
33 Wingtlp latch receptical 
34 Wingtip locating spigots 
35 Wingtip connection hooks 
36 Aileron housing and spigot 

hinge 
37 Aileron actuator 
38 Aileron actuator arm 
3. Frangible shock absorber 

module with foam insert 
40 Ground impact detector 

circuit ., Electrical connector for 
.2 Shock absorber locating 

spigots 
43 Fuel cap cut-out 
44 Wing forward spigot and 

locating hook 
45 Wing tear spigot and 

locating hook 
46 Fuel manifold assembly 
47 Fuel·levellndicator 

(variable-resistance Iloat 
type) 

48 Fuel tank 
4. Pod locking mechanism 
50 Pod locking arm 
51 Pod/taxi electrical 

connector 
52 Pilot tube with smtic vents 
53 Wingtip spigot housing 
54 Winglip locatlng hinges 
55 Removable port-wingtip 
5& AIleron spigot hinge 
57 Wingtlp latch assembly 

58 Port aileron 
59 Bum-up 'C' section spar 
60 Parachute rear suspension 

arm 
61 Pod rear pick-up point 
62 Parachute strop-release 

mechanism (turnover 
mechanism) 

63 Wing centre-section 
forward spigot-housing 
and hinge 

64 Pitot/static and electrical 
quick4 release panel 

65 Centre-section spigot 
housing and hinge 

66 latch plate, draw-ball and 
fastener 

67 Parachute container and 
crucilorm parachute 

68 TaU-cone release actuator 
69 Tall-cone release 

mechanism 
70 Parachute-container 

locating latches 
71 Tail cone 

72 Magnetometer sensor 
head 

73 Fuselageltaflboom hinge 
and electrical connections 

74 Fuselage/tailboom locking 
latch 

75 Drone parachute 
7. Tail-cone spring-loaded 

ejection plate 
77 Tail-cone locating arms 
78 Interchangeable tailbooms 
79 Fin-tip retaining wing nut 
80 Frangible-foam fin tip 
81 Tip locating tube 
82 Rudder lock pin (starboard 

only) 
83 Starboard rudder (unused) 
84 Elevator control arm 
85 Tailplane locating studs 
8. Tailplane locking wingnut 
87 Single-spar tailplane 
88 Elevator 
89 Tip locating guide-Iuue 
90 Locating spigot and cut-out 
91 Rudder actuator 
92 Rudder arm 
93 Spring-loaded tailplane 

locking assembly 
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Pl Antenna housing 
P2 Antenna plate 
P3 Antenna plate assembly 

and servos 
P4 Pod roll arm 
PS Pod forward suspension 

.,m 
P. Electrical cooling air inlet 
P7 Sensor turret 
P8 Pylon assembly 
P9 Quick-release pin 
PlO Pod/taxi electrical 

connector 
P11 Sensor mounting plate 

Land Rover recovery vehicle, iiu,wingwlngs and 
fuselage stowed and sensor pod cradle 

P12 Pod rear suspension arm 
P13 Pod locating/pick-up 

spigots 
P14 Pod processor unit 
P15 Transmitter/receiver unit 
P16 Roll potentiometer 
P17 Ground power snatch 

connectors 
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is the TCP, which controls up to three 
flight sections. Each flight section con
sists of a launch-and-recovery detachment 
and a ground-control detachment. 

A launch and recovery detachment con
sists of three vehicles; the launch-support 
vehicle , with several UA Vs and mission 
pods in separate battlefield containers, plus 
operational replacement spares and fuel; 
the launch vehicle, which features a pallet
mounted lifting crane, the hydraulic/pneu
matic catapult and launch ramp, a pre
launch air-vehicle data-entry device, buUt
in test equipment and air-vehicle warm-up 
unit and engine starter; and the Land Rover 
recovery vehicle, which is fitted with cra
dles for the air vehicle and mission pod. 

The ground-control detachment con
sists of two vehicles, the ground control 
station and the Land Rover-towed ground 
data terminal. 

CONTROL FOCUS 
The GCS has three staff and is the focus of 
the whole Phoenix system. Able to be 
located up to 25km from the UA V launch
er, it provides command, control and com
munications from an NBC- and EMP-hard
ened truck-mounted shelter. The GCS fea
tures three " ... identical , state-of-the-art 
networked workstations for the mission 
controller, image analyst and air-vehicle 
controller. Their nicker-free, high-reso lu
tion VDUs [visual-display units] are menu
driven to simplify operation and minimise 
operator workload" , says GMAv. 

Each screen uses a common [onnat, 
with a menu on the right-hand side which 
allows either the datalinked thermal-imag
ing picture from the UA V or a multi-scale 
map showing target and UA Y positions to 
be viewed. 

Phoenix can be flown either 
autonomously or by command from the 
operator, who requires no pUoting skills. 
The sensor is controlled directly from the 
GCS, by means of one of several automatic 
pointing modes, to aid target detection, 

PHOENIX DESCRIBED 

recognition and r;:===::;::::;;::========;:::==::::;========:;, 
identification. 

The J-band 
secure datalink 
from the UAV 
relays information 
to the GCS via the 
trai ler-mou n ted 
GDT. "For securi-
ty. the GDT can be 
located up to lkm 
away from the 
GCS, to which it is 
linked by a secure 
communications 
cable," says GMAv. 

Haffey describes 
a typical Phoenix 
mission: "Once the 
UAY has been 
assembled and 
placed on the 
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Phoenix UAV 
launcher, informa-
tion from the GCS '---------r----------- -------' 
is entered, which enables it to fly 
autonomously on to a pre~assigned radial 
after launch. It is also given instructions on 
an emergency recovery location in the event 
of failure after launch. When the UA V has 
flown on to its radial, it is acquired by the 
GDT. The UAY then Oies via its mission 
plan to the target-area artillery. " 

Haffey says of a typical engagement sce
nario: "The grid co-ordinates of a target 
located by the UAV are fed through the 
GCS and BATES directly to the guns. The 
UAV notes the corresponding fall of shot, 
corrections are automatically generated at 
the GCS, fed via BATES to the guns and the 
target re-engaged." 

When the mission is complete, recovery 
is by parachute, with the UAY inverting 
before impact and landing on its back to 
protect the mission pod. The actual impact 
force is absorbed by a crushable dorsal 
shock absorber and by frangible wing and 
tail tips. The shock absorber and tips are all 
quickly replaceable. 

The whole system is supported by a for
ward maintenance unit, which, in a battle
field-hardened shelter, contafns line
replaceable-unit test eqUipment and 
accommodation for repairs. 

GMAv also believes that the Phoenix 
has excellent export potential, with the sys
tem already being offered [or the 
Netherlands requirement for a UAV. Haffey 
admits that alterations may be needed to 
suit some export customers, however. 

He says: "For hot-and-high perfor
mance, the powerplant needs to be uprat
ed." GMAv is examining alternative 
engines, probably of rotary design. 

With the export potential and what 
Haffey describes as a "decent production 
run", GMAv believes that it has a winner 
in the Phoenix UA V system. 

The likelihood is that, by the end of 
1995, it will have seen service with UK 
forces deployed overseas - which is the 
ultimate test for the UK's most potent bat
tlefield UAV. [J 

A Dorsat shah absorber ~..--.. 
B Forward strop-attachment 
C Strop arms 
D Rear strop-attachment 1 
E Tail cone 
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Tail-cone ejection and drone parachute extraction, engine stop 
with propeller in horizontal position 

2 Cone separation and main-parachute inllation 
3 Primary configuration held on rear strop-attachment 
4 Rear strop-attachment release into recovery 

configuration, held on forward strop-attachment 
via strop arms 

5 Impact, full parachute release from vehicle 

Phoenix UAV recovery sequence and equipment 
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